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Most Swiss collectors are familiar with
the well-documented postal cards (Fig . 1) and
letter cards (Fig . 2) issued for the 1939 National
Exposition in Zürich, the "Landi" . [See the
"Postkarten" section of the Zumstein Ganzsachen
Schweiz catalog, numbers P145 to P150 for the
postal cards and the "Ausstellungbriefe" section,
numbers AuB5 to AuB7 for the letter cards] Both
these issues reproduce the 10c and/or 20c values
from the second Landesausstellung set
(Zumstein 228 to 239).

Figure 2 . Landi letter card Zumstein No . AuB5-002

Figure I . Postal card Zumstein No . P145-013

The postal cards were issued in two
denominations, 10c and 20c, and in three

languages, German, French, and Italian . In

addition, there were 37 different scenes from the
Exposition illustrated on these cards . And to add
to the confusion, the 10c cards come in two
shades of brown, gray brown and lilac brown . All

these combinations give a total number of
different postal cards available as 91, quite a
collection all on its own! These postal cards are
not expensive, with catalog values ranging from

Fr 12.- for a mint German version of the 10c gray
brown card to Fr 50 .- for a cancelled Italian
version of the 20c value.

The letter cards were only issued in one

denomination, 20c, but again in three languages
with 34 different scenes . But in this case, the

collection of these letter cards only totals 34, the
number of different scenes . These letter cards
are also not expensive, with catalog values

ranging from Fr 12.- for a mint German version

to Fr 60 .- for an Italian (continued on page 14)
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President's Message
As always those of us who attended the

AHPS convention were treated to wonderful
exhibits, two great dinners and fabulous

fellowship

The exhibits get better and better each
year. Our congratulations to all the exhibitors.

Helen and Harlan not only arranged for
the dinners, but also a tour of the Collector's
Club given by Helen . The tour was followed by a
presentation of the USA team's exhibit, which

will be shown in Switzerland as the second
phase of three in a multi year completion.

It is not to early to plan for next years
convention, which will held at WESTPEX in San

Francisco April 28 to 30 . See you there.

I am trying to get in touch with the
Liechtenstein Study Group . You can contact me

via e-mail at wlucas3@cox .net.

I am again making what is at least an
annual plea for articles for TELL . This is our

lifeline; please help by sharing your knowledge

or special interest . We need your assistance

Bill

Plan to attend/exhibit at these AHPS Conven-

tions and shows:

WESTPEX, April 28-30, 2006 -- San Francisco
Contact: Donn Lueck (see page 2)

St. Louis Stamp Expo, March 2-4, 2007 -- St.

Louis ; Contact: Michael Peter (see page 2 for
addresses)

Collectors Club Hosts
AHPS Seminar

American Helvetia team members
presented updated versions of the five exhibits

they will enter at level II in ZIMBRA at Horgen,
Switzerland, next September during an AHPS
convention seminar at the Collectors Club in

New York on March 4 . Equally eye-opening was
a tour of the club that Helen Galatan-Stone,

AHPS convention co-chairman, conducted for 14

collectors and spouses. A member of the club's

Board of Governors since 1981, she gave an

authoritative history of the historic townhouse
and its recent renovation.

The American Helvetia team, which is

competing against seven clubs in Switzerland,
now includes Ralph Soderberg, who will display
the perforated cross official issues of 1935 and

1937 . He replaces Kurt Kimmel . The four other

members, who competed at level III in
LEMANPHILA at Lausanne last August, are

Heinrich Heissinger, Rayons ; Harlan Stone,

1862-1891 postal rates ; Michael Peter, 1929

Graf Zeppelin flights to Switzerland; and

Charles LaBlonde, World War II postal routes to

the Geneva Red Cross.

At the AHPS annual meeting, President

Bill Lucas announced that annual dues will
remain the same for the next year . Secretary

Dick Hall announced that Webmaster Bruce
Marsden will add the content of back issues of

Tell to the AHPS website, excluding the most

recent three years . Awards Chairman Harlan

Stone announced that he will make
arrangements for the society to donate its
unused 1999 youth award plaque to an
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exhibition in Switzerland. Circuit Sales
Manager Emil Tobler requested much more
material from sellers to send to potential buyers.

Auction Manager Gordon Trotter reported a
sharp increase in commission proceeds for the
society last year.

Other convention highlights included

group dinners arranged by Harlan Stone,
convention co-chairman. Seventeen members
and spouses ate French food one night and 20

shared Italian food the second night.

More than 20 AHPS members visited the

AHPS table at the Mega-Event, including Past
President David Durham who arrived on
crutches with a new knee . In addition, four

visitors from Switzerland stopped by, adding a
distinctly international flavor to the convention.

Stone Wins AHPS
Mega-Event Twice

Seventy-two frames of Swiss material in
11 exhibits by 10 AHPS members gave the
Spring 2005 Mega-Event show in New York a

decidedly Helvetic cast during March 3-6,
especially in terms of the awards. From a
bottom-up perspective, no AHPS member won
less than a vermeil. From a top-down
perspective, an AHPS member, Harlan Stone,
won both show grand awards for multi-frame

and single-frame exhibits.

Stone achieved a rare double with eight
frames of the Sitting Helvetia, which also took

the AHPS grand award, and one frame of Swiss
hotel post covers, a new exhibit that also won
the AHPS best single-frame plaque.

Other Mega gold winners were Steve
Turchik (also Helvetia gold) with Strubels;
Ralph Soderberg (Helvetia silver and APS pre-
1900 medal) with 1785-1863 registered mail;

Charles LaBlonde (Helvetia bronze) with World
War II mail to Great Britain, Canada and the
United States ; and John Steinberg (Helvetia
novice plaque and AAPE creativity award) with

"Philately and Fattening Chocolate, " a new
display class exhibit of Suchard postal and
private advertising material.

(continued on page 13)
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SWISSAIR in World War II
by Reinhard Stutz

Translated by Charles J. LaBlonde from SBZ 3/2004 and 4/2004

Part l : Activity to the South

Outbreak of the Second World War
on 1 September 1939

Air traffic in Switzerland experienced World

War II even before the war had officially started.
Routes to London, Paris and Amsterdam had to be
abandoned as early as 27 August 1939 . Two days

later all remaining foreign routes were shut down.
The cause of all this was a directive from the Third
Reich forbidding any overflight activity because
Hitler feared that his war preparations might be

observed from the air.

The Swiss Parliament reacted to the
German decree by forbidding all flight activity over

Swiss territory from 29 August 1939 . This applied

not only to foreign carriers but also to Swissair it-

Route map, summer 1939 (Jacot's Ortslexicon of 1940)
Swissair notice of 28 August 1939 announcing the end of
air traffic . (Muser)
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self and, of course, ended all domestic flights immediately. The ban on flights in Europe did not last
very long. Most neutral countries as well as the belligerents resumed air traffic quickly but this was

not possible for Switzerland, which was more affected by air traffic than some other countries . Neu-

trality and excellent military readiness allowed Switzerland to stay out of the war but also caused
severe isolation.

Swiss crew saw postal aircraft standing ready for flights
Frankfurt showed any interest in the arriving Swiss
mail . Frankfurt Airport Operations suggested that
the Swiss turn around and go home . Eventually an
abandoned post wagon was found and the Swiss mail
was offloaded from the aircraft based on a promise
from a German postman that the mail would be
moved on later . The return flight of HB-ITO to Swit-
zerland took place without problems.

Much more exciting was the return trip of the
Swissair DC-2 HB-ISI aircraft from Amsterdam to

Zürich (Dübendorf) on 28 August 1939 . The outbound
flight to Amsterdam had taken place on 26 August.
Just prior to the planned return on 27 August the

Swiss crew (Pilot Anton von Tscharner, Radioman
Othmar Breitenstein and Stewardess Erna Nikles)
was informed that all airspace over Germany and
France was closed . On 28 August, a Monday, ap-
proval for the return flight to Switzerland arrived
from Berlin. The Swissair DC-2 aircraft was to be
flown no higher than 500 meters above the ground to
Berlin (Tempelhof) . The Swissair crew saw in Berlin
a very large collection of German military aircraft,
all painted in camouflage colors . Halle/Leipzig was

28 November 1939 . Airmail letter from Spain to Swissair Di-
rector E. Groh . Postage calculation : 75 pts for letter to 20
grams plus 1 .45 pts airmail surcharge = 2 .20 pts . Route:
Barcelona-Rome (Ala Littoria), from Rome with rail to
Lausanne 2 (the Swiss postal exchange office).

The Last Two Swissair Flights at the End of August 1939
The last of the "Night Airmail" flights took place on 25/26 August 1939 . Pilot Hans Ernst took

off on schedule at 2325 for Frankfurt am Main flying DC-2 HB-ITO . Upon arrival in Frankfurt the
London and Cologne . Nobody atto Berlin,

Swissair Douglas DC-2 HB-ISI gets loaded under the
lights in Basel for the night airmail service to Frankfurt.

"Airmail Saves Time!" Cutout from a brochure, summer
of 1937 . From Basel we see the night airmail route to the
Frankfurt "hub ."

Special marking for the inauguration of the airport Lo-
carno-Magadino at the end of June 1939
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another short stopover before landing in Stuttgart . From there departure for Dübendorf was delayed

until nightfall . Permission was given by the Stuttgart dispatcher to fly via the Rheintal to Switzerland
"on your own responsibility .' Following a perfect landing in Zürich (Dübendorf) Pilot von Tscharner

went home where he was greeted with a set of military orders . The Swiss general mobilization

followed on 2 September 1939.

Discussions about a Resumption of Air Traffic
In September 1939 the management of Swissair began to look for a foreign partner in order to

resume service . Negotiations took place with Germany, France, Hungary, England and Spain . But It-

aly turned out to be a special case.

Preparations for Flight Activity from Locarno (Magadino)
Following a letter of intent between Ala Littoria S.A. in Rome and Swissair, concrete plans

were made. The initial focus of the discussions was the routes Locarno – (Milan) – Venice – Athens

and Locarno – Spain (Barcelona) . Further negotiations took place in Rome in December. Early in Feb-

ruary 1940 the infrastructure preparations started at Locarno (Magadino) (which was actually opened
in July 1939) . A large hanger was near completion . The PTT entered the picture with the promise of a

postal building and a special delivery service to get the mail to Locarno . At the end of February plans

for the flight to Greece were abandoned as not profitable . Instead a direct flight from Locarno to Rome

took center stage.

The Route Locarno (Magadino) to Rome (Littorio)
The opening of the service was announced in the PTT Amtsblatt of 14 March 1940 and the first

flight was 18 March . Two Douglas DC-2s were assigned to the service . The postal details for the flight

appeared in CPAL Number 4, 1 April 1940.

Line 202 . Locarno – Rome (SWISSAIR):

Workdays: 1440 Depart Locarno

	

1710 Arrive Rome
0845 Depart Rome

	

1115 Arrive Locarno

The delivery of the mail from the Chiasso 2 collection office was by rail to Bellinzona, then by
automobile to the Airport Locarno (Magadino). The service was intended for mail to southern Italy

and for connection with other lines operating from Rome and Naples.

18 March 1940. The Douglas DC-2 HB-ISI just prior to depar-
ture on the first flight from Locarno to Rome . (Muser)

May 2005

Special airmail, Locarno-Rome, first flight 18 March 1940.
Besides the regular postage (20 rappen for a postcard, 30
rappen for a letter) an airmail surcharge of 50 rappen was
required . Of the latter the Locarno airport received a share
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Connections included the Ala Littoria services to Saloniki, Addis Ababa and Basra as well as
the KLM flight Naples – Basra – Sydney . Due to the entry of Italy into the war on 10 June the route
could no longer be used after 25 June 1940.

Movement of Swissair Headquarters to Canton Ticino
Because of fear of German invasion in May 1940 the entire Swissair staff was relocated to Can-

ton Ticino for several days. As soon as 21 May 1940 they were all back at work in Zürich . Technical
personnel remained in Ticino for several months . Their relocation had started on 14 May 1940, with a
stopover on the Bielersee . The original (planned) relocation site of Geneva was abandoned . From 27
May 1940 the Swissair technical staff was in the Synthic-Werken in Bodio . By 19 August 1940 the
technical staff was back in Dübendorf.

Transport of Gold between Yugoslavia and Locarno
Swissair DC-3 HB-IRO was also based at the Locarno Airport . In May and June this aircraft

was used to transport gold from Sarajevo to Locarno and from Locarno to Belgrade . Passengers were

also carried on the flights, mostly immigrants but also some British officers.

The Route Locarno (Magadino) to Barcelona (Aeropuerto Muntadas)
The opening of this route was announced in the 26 March 1940 Amtsblatt and it was set for 1

April. This day was a national holiday in Spain . The aircraft was a DC-3.

The postal details were published in the 1 April 1940 CPAL:

Line 201 . Locarno – Barcelona (SWISSAIR)

Workdays :

	

1435 Depart Locarno

	

1800 Arrive Barcelona
0900 Depart Barcelona

	

1230 Arrive Locarno

Delivery of mail to the airport was exactly as for the Rome flight . Initially the flight carried
only mail for Spain and Portugal . The airmail for North America went by rail to Rome, then air Rome

The direct flight Locarno-Barcelona made it possible to send
airmail bags to Portugal and the USA . This was possible after
1 May 1940 . (Muser)

Letter to Basel . Postmarked 17 April 1940 in Barcelona . Reg-
istered airmail up to 20 grams . Postage : Letter 75 pts plus
registration 70 pts plus airmail surcharge 1 .45 pts = 2 .90
total . Routed via Swissair Barcelona-Locarno on 18 April
1940 with 0900 departure . Arrived in Locarno at 1230.
Arrived Basel same day at 2300 . Delivered on 19 April 1940 at
0800
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to Barcelona and Lisbon . But in the CPAL of 1 May 1940 this was changed so that airmail for North
America would be flown from Locarno to Barcelona every Wednesday and Friday . The air route
passed over Genoa, Ventimiglia, Menton, Monte Carlo, Nice, Cannes and Cabo de Crèus to Barcelona.
There was a three-mile wide no-fly zone along the coast . Due to the entry of Italy into the war on 10
June 1940, this route was terminated on 11 June 1940.

Resumption of the Route Locarno (Magadino) to Rome (Littorio)
The reopening of this route on 2 January 1941 had little success . After 14 days the service was

terminated again.

In CPAL Number 1 of January 1941 we read

Workdays: 0900 Depart Locarno

1045 Depart Milan
1400 Depart Rome

On the re-
turn the stopover
in Milan was not
necessary. The
delivery of the

mail from Chiasso
to the airport was

exactly as earlier.
This service was
aimed at the
Vatican and the south-
ern Italy market
via rail connec-
tions from Rome.
We learn from
Swissair reports
that not a single
paying passenger
was carried in this
period. The freight

income was SFr
107 .40 and the
postal compensa-
tion was SFr
7236 .40. Six flights were flown in each direc-
tion .

Swissair management decided on 6
March 1941 to no longer rent space at the air-
port Locarno Magadino . They pulled out on 15
March 1941.

[A list of sources will be published at the
end of Part 2 .]

Thanks to Heinrich Heissinger and Bill Lucas
for the photos of the AHPS Convention at the
Mega-Event in this issue.
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Matterhorn Meanderings
by Richard T. Hall

Now that . the Swiss Post's PhilaNews is being published in the SBZ, my reports of recent and
upcoming happenings are dependent on the publishing schedule of the SBZ . The SBZ combines the
January and February issues, and the March issue has not yet arrived so this Meanderings will be
shorter than usual.

I do have one question from an e-mail correspondent in the UK. He says that he recently
purchased a large inventory of Swiss material and has noticed what appear to be experts ' marks on

the bottom right corner of some of the items . He is wondering if there is a place where experts' marks
are illustrated so he could compare his marks with those of the experts . Can anyone help me with
this?

For those of you interested in back issues of TELL, I have been scanning these into my

computer and archiving them as Adobe .pdf files . Bruce Marsden has mounted these on our web site
for everyone to see. We are withholding the past three years of TELL to prevent someone from getting
all the advantages of the recent issues of TELL without joining the Society . I am working my way

backwards through the file and have provided Bruce with files back through Volume 20 of 1994 . It's a

tedious process but hopefully within a few months you will be able to view on-line and print out all the
back issues of TELL. Go on-line to the Society's web site and take a look at what's there. Bruce is

constantly improving the site.

On March 1, 2005, K-cancel 1623 was put in service in 8604 Volketswil
canton Zürich) . If you will recall when the Sondercancel commemorating the
1100 th anniversary of the village was put into service on June 4, 2004, I remarked

in my July 2004 column that this Sonder cancel would probably become a regular
K-cancel with the removal of the "1100 Jahre" legend . My speculation has been

borne out by this K-cancel.

1. On December 31, 2004, the post office at 7168
Schlans (canton Graubünden) was closed.

2. On January 28, 2005, the following post offices
were closed:

6000 Luzern 12 Tribschen (canton
Luzern)
8028 Zürich 28 Fluntern (canton Zürich)

3. On January 29, 2005, the following post offices
were closed:

5611 Anglikon (Wohlen AG) (canton
Aargau) [K-cancel was last used on that
date]

5408 Ennetbaden (canton Aargau)
8029 Zürich 29 Hirslanden (canton
Zürich)

4. On March 11, 2005, the post office at 1554
Sédeilles (canton Vaud) was closed.

That's all for this time. Keep your
questions and answers coming. This is your
forum; take advantage of it.
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A 90-year-old Puzzle Has Been Solved (Part II)
by Axel Herms

(This article was published in Berner Briefmarken Zeitung April 2002, translated by Ernest L.
Berman, and published here with the gracious permission of the BBZ)

Part I, published in the January 2005 TELL, developed two rules:

• Paper gummed after printing (1905 to 1908) always has the upright watermark (= watermark I)

• Preprinted gummed paper (after 1908) always has the horizontal watermark (= watermark II)

Are there exceptions to these two rules?

Between 1914 and 1936 an additional twenty stamps were issued on paper that was not pre-
gummed (A-paper).

1. Nine large, wide-format, 3-10 Fr. stamps
depicting mountain scenery (copper plate) and the
Pro Juventute 30 Rp . value of 1930/31 (engraved,
Landestopographie [Federal Topographical
Agency]): Upon thorough inspection of these
stamps, it becomes obvious that their paper is very
similar to the old, coarse paper used before 1908,
and in all probability gum application "by hand " took place after printing . The proof for this is the
paper without gum used for the block of telegraph stamps (1952), because it too is printed on this
coarse paper having watermark I . The nine large, wide-format stamps however show watermark
II and were therefore an exception . All of these came from the printing shop of the
Landestopographie in Bern.

2. Eight stamps of medium upright format, Z. 191 to 193
(St. Gotthard), Pro Juventute 30 Rp . values of 1932-1935,
and Pro Juventute 5 Rp . of 1936 all have in common that
they were produced by engraving at the same printing
shop (Orell Füssli, Zürich) and were printed on A-paper
without gum, conforming to the rule having watermark I.

3. UPU 1924 : These two stamps contradict all rules . Both were of the
same upright shape and printed on Ax-paper without gum . The 20
Rp . stamp has watermark I (upright) while the 30 Rp . has watermark
II (horizontal) . Z . 167 was printed by the Landestopographie with a
few sheets by Orell Füssli, while Z . 168 was printed only by Orell
Füssli.

4. Pro Juventute 20 Rp. of 1927: This stamp seems to be an
exception. It is of the same upright format but shows the horizontal
watermark II which is against every rule for Ax-paper.

These contradictory watermark positions can therefore only be explained by

the fact that as of 1914 A-paper (= Ax-paper) was produced anew and no remainders
of the old paper were used up . This is indicated by the following facts:

1. This Ax-paper is somewhat thicker than that before 1908.

2. Glazed B-paper could not be used for copper plate or engraved printing because it

had poorer absorption capability.

3. The printing format of up to six sheets (Pro Juventute 1927, 1930/31) all exceeded in their

dimensions the old sheet format of 492 x 558 mm.

May 2005
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In summary we conclude that Ax-paper was exclusively used until 1932 (Pro Juventute 1936)

for copper plate and engraved printing . Perhaps by coincidence it was possible that this seldom
needed paper was cut in a different direction before delivery . The Landestopographie used for its
copper plate printing exclusively Ax-paper with watermark I, whereas Orell Füssli used for engraved

printing the paper with watermark II . In the year 1936, the Wertzeichendruckerei PTT installed an
engraving printing machine for its own use and ordered new paper varieties without watermarks and
without fibers for the printing of the landscape postage stamps . After 1936, the A-paper variety was
only used for printing of the 1952 telegraph stamp block . Presumably this used remainders since no
other stamp paper without gum was available.

Only six exceptions can be found with B-paper, which however prove the rule.

• Pro Juventute coats of arms (5-20 Rp . 1928 and 1930) : They show the upright watermark I
but are printed on B-paper. In width they correspond with the small upright shape of the postage
stamp; however they were printed in upright position and show, therefore, a watermark turned by
90 degrees . The direction of the paper fibers (B-paper) and the horizontal crosses of the
phenolphthalein overprint II (Figure 16, Part V) prove this beyond doubt.

• Grilled and flat, chalky paper with watermarks . The grilled (1932-1939) and flat, chalky
paper (1940-1949) always have horizontal watermark II with the exception of the railway stamps.
The railway stamps Z . 57 — 70z and 57 — 73y all have upright watermarks because of their wide
format as described above for the six Pro Juventute coats of arms stamps.

• The printing period 1908 - 1911, and why only 19 stamps simultaneously appear with
watermark I and II . The introduction of pregummed paper was at that time a great step
forward, which generally speeded up stamp production, but it seems that large amounts of the
older paper had yet to be used up . Therefore during the transition period from summer 1908 until
autumn 1910 both paper varieties were used at the same time . Affected by this were, without
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exception, the 19 stamps cited
in part I, because during that
time no other postage stamps
were printed.

Not affected by this were

Z. 101-102, 104-106, and 107.
These stamps exist only on the old
A-paper with watermark I
because they were not reprinted

after July 1908 . Likewise not
affected were Z. 123III, 124, and
125III since they exist exclusively

on paper with watermark II
because they only showed up in December 1910 or later (the
for 124, Jan . 27, 1911 ; and for 123III, March 22, 1911).

Only Z . 101 could still produce a surprise, since it was once more reproduced in 1908 . However

it is rather improbable that the new paper was used in addition to the old paper . For a stamp issued

in large quantities this would surely have shown up by now. Theoretically, the two "use-up " issues Z.

133 and 135 could exist with both watermarks, however they would represent a similar rarity to Z.
148III and 150C.

Stamp booklets and se-tenant stamps from sheets for booklets . Stamp sheets for

booklet production were also affected by the change of paper during this printing period. At this time

the stamp booklets 5 and 7 are the only ones known to have both watermarks . The sheets for booklets

8 – 11 are as follows: #8 = watermark I (two issues), #9 = watermark II, #10 and 11 = watermark II
(each with at least two issues) . Of the tête-bêche
(and gutter se tenants) only K1 is known to date
to have both watermarks, whereas K2 is known

with watermark I only, and on the other hand K3,
K4, and K7II have watermark II.

Stone Wins AHPS Mega-
Event Twice

(continued form page 4)

At the Mega vermeil level were Bruce
Marsden (also AAPE award of honor) with Swiss
fondue, Ernest Bergman with civilian refugee and

military internee mail during the Nazi era, Roger
Heath with DeCoppet razor cancels, and Rolf
Weggler with Zurich fiscal stamps.

Also in the one-frame category was

Andrew Urushima showing the Lausanne 1944
Olympic jubilee issue, which won a Mega vermeil.

It is noteworthy that three exhibits were
first-timers at an AHPS convention, those by

Steinberg, Weggler and Urushima. Weggler came

from Switzerland to participate.

AHPS member Robert Zeigler was on the
jury.

May 2005

Roger Heath on the
Glassine Surfer
AHPS member Roger Heath is featured in the Glassine Surfer
column written by Michael Mills, in the February 2005

American Philatelist . Roger 's online exhibition "DeCoppet

Razor Cancels " is cited as an excellent example of such online

exhibitions ("on-ex") . His 128-page exhibit covers the

development and use of the rotating datewheel cancellers used

by the Swiss Postal Administration. You can see the exhibit at

http://www.ilhawaii .net/–rheath/razorexhibit/framel .html

earliest date for 125III was Dec . 22, 1910;
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The Post Cards of the
1939 National Exposition

(continued from page 1) version with a first day cancel.

But what many collectors may not be aware of is the existence of post cards from the Exposi-

tion. I happen to have four of these cards and have been trying to no avail to find out more about
them. While the similar post cards issued for the 1914 Exposition in Bern are well documented in the

beautiful work of Georges Schild and Hansjörg Fankhauser, Landesausstellung 1914: Ganzsachen,
Stempel, Ansichtskarten und Vignetten, I have been unable to find a similar reference for the 1939

Exposition. [The German word for what we call post cards is Ansichtskarten . What we call postal

cards is Postkarten.]

Figure 3 . LA 1203 address side

Let's begin by illustrating the four cards I

have found. First, I have two cards which obvi-
ously are part of a larger series . They are pretty
watercolor paintings of locales on the exposition

Figure 5 . LA 1205 address side

"Pavillon" cancellation used on the German ver-
sions of the 5c and 10c values of the 1939 Lande-

sausstellung set . The 20c postage is correct as
the card is addressed to the United States .

To gain a better understanding of these
post cards and to enlist the aid of other collectors
in documenting them, I decided to write this ar-

ticle. If you can help me, please write or send
me an e-mail . My addresses are on the mast-
head page of this journal.

Figure 4 . LA 1203 view side

grounds . Figures 3 (address side) and 4 (view

side) show the Fischerstube (I assume this was a

fish restaurant) . Note the special exposition

Figure 6 . LA 1205 view side
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Figures 5 (address side) and 6 (view side)
show a view from the Terrace restaurant of the
Festplatz . Note that this card was not posted at

the exposition. With the outbreak of World War

II on 1 September 1939, the exposition closed for
two weeks and then reopened to renewed atten-
dance for its final six weeks, closing on 29 Octo-

Figure 7 . Card 1446 address side

Figure 9 . LA 91 address side

Figure 8 . Card 1446 view side

ber. So our correspondents (there are 3 different
handwritings on the card) must have visited the
exposition during its final days, wrote the card

on 1 November, and posted it after returning
home to Thalwil. And even though Thalwil is in
the German-speaking part of Switzerland, the
stamp used is the French version of the 20c

stamp . Again, the postage is correct as the card
is addressed to Rome.

Figures 7 (address side) and 8 (view side) show a glossy

aerial photograph of the exposition grounds . Here we have
another of the special exposition cancels used, this time the
"Dörfli" version . And again, the postage is correct as the card
is addressed to England.

The final card is very interesting for its subject and the
associated cancellation . Figures 9 (address side) and 10 (view
side) show this card, a glossy photograph of an anti-aircraft
gun display at the exposition . The card has a deckled edge.
The cancel is from Feldpost 27 and was used on 31 July, 1 Au-
gust, 5 August, and 6 August . The special cancellation com-
memorates the military display at the exposition and shows a
Swiss flag and a cannon . Given that war was to break out in a
month, the winds of war must have prompted the Swiss to
display their preparedness . Here we see the use of one of the
stamps from the first Landesausstellung series (Zumstein 219
to 227). The postage is correct as the card is addressed to a
hotel in Zürich.

Now let's look at some details of these cards which will
explain why I think they have some sort of "official" status . If

Figure 10 . LA 91 view side
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you look at the upper left corner of the address
side of each of these cards, you will see a simi-

lar inscription . Let me enlarge these so you
can see better their similarities and differ-
ences. Figure 11 shows the inscription found

Figure 12 . Inscription 2
and Italian) for Inscriptions 2 and 3, with the
addition of Romansh for Inscription 1 . Also

note the wing and interlocked rings logo in In-
scriptions 1 and 3 and the lack thereof in In-
scription 2. Type faces are similar for
Inscriptions 1 and 2 but different for Inscrip-
tion 3. These inscriptions, particularly with

the logo, certainly look "official".

Figure 14 . Printer's imprint 1

The two watercolor cards were almost certainly issued as parts of a series, given their coding

"LA 1203" and "LA 1205" (LA probably stands for "LandesAusstellung") . I think it is safe to assume

there were at least five cards in the series . Figure 14 shows the printer's imprint for these two cards.
It may not reproduce well so I will repeat it : "Druck: H. Vontobel, Graphische Anstalt, Feldmeilen /
Verlag: Schwarz, Bergstrasse 157, Zürich ."

The two photo-

graphic cards were
both printed by the

Figure 16 . Printer's imprint 3
same printer but the

printer's imprints differ, see Figures 15 and 16 (card 1446 and LA 91, respectively) . Again let me re-
peat them: "o 1446 Photoglob-Wehril & Vouge & Co . AG, Zürich" and "L.A . 91 Photoglob, Zürich".
Whether or not these two cards are parts of series, they obviously are not from the same series . The
military card has a series designation like the watercolor cards, "LA 91
which leads one to believe that there are more cards in the series . The other
photographic card does not have the "LA" designation, nor does it have the
wing and rings logo. However, it was cancelled in one of the post office sta-
tions within the exposition, lending credence to some sort of "official" status.

These two photographic cards also have a set of three logos, the meaning of
which is unknown to me . (see Figure 17)

I hope I have convinced you that these post cards have some sort of "official" status . I also hope
that I have whetted your interest enough to look

through your collections to see if you have any similar
items . I would greatly appreciate seeing what you
have so that I can expand this meager catalog . And, if
you would be interested in selling me any similar cards
which you might have, I would be interested in

purchasing them as I'm trying to put together an exhibit
on the 1939 Exposition.

Figure 11 . Inscription 1

on the cards LA 1203 and 1205 (Figs . 3-6), Fig-
ure 12 card 1446 (Figs . 7-8), and Figure 13 card
LA 91 (Figs . 9-10) . Notice the similarity of
wording, "Swiss National Exposition 1939
Zürich", in either 3 languages (German, French,

Figure 13 . Inscription 3

Figure 15 . Printer's imprint 2

Figure 17 . Logos
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